
A New Indiegogo Project has been Launched to Fund The 4th
Horse: the Next Global Card Game Phenomenon
The new global card game, the 4th Horse, is seeking funders and giving great perks.

SYDNEY, Australia. –The 4th Horse is described as “a game where the tension of poker meets the strategy of chess in an aggressive no holds
barred cage fight battle for supremacy.” It is expected to be the next global card game sensation. The creator, Jim O’Connor, developed the
game including a website with programs, graphics, cards, and more. Now, he is seeking supporters through the crowd funding website,
Indiegogo, in order to take the game to the next level and launch it in early 2014. The goal set by The 4th Horse is to raise $28,000 by
December 7, 2013.

The 4th Horse is an intense game of strategy. The setting is based on a tale of four Royal families who are going to war with each other in
order to gain supremacy. Gamers make schemes to capture a royal house and knock out opponents. With the earnings from Indiegogo, the
founder intends to make the game global, allowing players to hold online and live tournaments around the world. “My long term goal in creating
The 4th Horse is to help members benefit by building their own businesses using The 4th Horse Business Builder memberships. Eventually,
members will be able to operate live tournaments under The 4th Horse license and keep a portion of the profits. It will be a fun and lucrative
way to earn money without the association of gambling,” stated O’Connor.

Funders of the 4th Horse project can expect worthy perks. Pledges of $10 through $500 and more can be made
at http://www.indiegogo.com/projects/the-4th-horse-the-next-global-card-game-phenomenon--2. With a pledge of $500 or more (the VIP Hall of
Immortals, Total 4th Horse Ex Launch Party Perk), supporters receive the highest rewards including having their name and photo placed in the
ultra-exclusive 4th Horse Hall of Immortals Founding Members Directory, a lifetime Diamond Membership, an invitation to the 4th Horse launch
party in Sydney, Australia, and a VIP pass to all official 4th Horse Live Events for 5 years including the World Championships. Other exclusive
perks offered to supporters include well designed t-shirts and a set of premium game cards.

Enthusiasts of global gaming and card games will appreciate rising to the entertaining challenge offered by the 4th Horse. Matches can be
held in local and global tournaments both live and online. Societies can be built by gamers, which encourage socializing and fun between
players. Certain gamers can rise to the top and become 4th Horse Legends during an annual title tournament hosted by The 4th Horse. To
view more about the global card game, visit https://www.the4thhorse.com/w/.

About The 4th Horse:

The 4th Horse is an exciting new global card game created by Jim O’Connor in Sydney, Australia. Currently, visitors of the website can play as
a guest for free with limited access. Gamers can subscribe to access all the features of the game online. Various membership subscription
packages are available.
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